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CUBRENT SCIENCE FICTION BOOKS

ANDERSON, Poul, 1926
' LET THE SPACEMAN BEWARE! Dobson, 1969. 98 p. 

18/- (1st Ace I963 b/w Bulmer, K. The of
Starship Poseidon) Review; Analog Jan 64 p. 87

— gd. NEBULA AWARD STOP IES, 4. Gollancz, 1969. 
287 P. 35/-.

ANTHONY, Piers [i.e. Piers Anthony Jacob] 
CIEON. Macdonald, 1970 . 252 p. 28/-

ASIMDV, Isaac, 1920-
PEBBLE IN ISE SKY. Sphere, I969. 186 p. PB 5/-

BALCHIN, Nigel
KINGS OF INFINITE SPACE. Pan, I970. 224 P. KB 
6/-. (1st Collins 1967; Doubleday 1968) 
A marginal item; delerium of a hospitalised 
astronaut, Reviews; I&SF Jan 1969 P. 33S Lib
rary Journal 1.5.68 p. 1914? National. Review 
(NY) 13.8.68 p, 811; New Statesman 6.10.67 p. 
400; N.Y. Times 14.7.68 p. 36; Times Lit.Suppt. 
2.11.67 P. 1029.

BRUNNER, John [Kilian Houston] 1934- 
MEETING AT INFINITY. Ace 1969. 155 p. PB 60c.



Current Bocks

BURDICK, Eugene and TO*®®? Harvey 
^IL-SaI. dS1 (2459) 1969. 285 P. IB 75c.
(1st McGraw-Hill igGSj Hutchinson 1963)

Reviews: Analog Pel 1963 P. 173? Bulletin of 
the Atomic Scientists June 1963 P. 28, Nov 1963 
pa 19; Economist 6.4,63 P. 61I Encounter Way 
1963 p. 82; New Statesman 5.4.63 p, 491? Times 
Lit.Suppt. 15.3.63 P. 181; Christian Science 
Monitor 26.10.62 p. 2/1. See also The Politics 
of Destruction, Saturday Review 9.11,63.

CAPPS, Carroll M.
SECRET 0? THE SUNLESS WORLD, Dell (7663) I969. 
204 P. BB 50c.

CONKLIN, [Edward] Groff, 1904-1968 cd.
SCIENCE FICTION ODDITIES, 2nd series. Rapp, 
1969. 9-160 p. 21/- (1st Berkley 1966)

DICK, Pnilip K[indred] 1928-
The WORLD JONES MADE. Panther, 1970. 160 p. HB 
5/- (1st Ace 1956 h/w St. Clair, M. Agent of 
the Unknown; Sidgwick 1968) SF? Perhaps. Pre
science. Reviews; Astounding US Sep 1956;
BASF Aug 1956

PARIES, Philip Jose
The GATES OF CREATION. Sphere, 1970, 154 p. B> 
5/- (1st Ace 1966)

— The MAKER OF UNIVERSES. Sphere, 1970. 155 p.
RB 5/- (1st Ace 1965)

— A PRIVATE COSMOS. Sphere, I970. 158 p. EB 5/- 
(1st Ace 1967) Sphere calls these '’science 
fantasy"

cont d. p. 14
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CAMP CONCENTRATION Panther PB, 1969
"by Thomas M. Disch

Wnat else has Disch written?
I have .road Sho Genocides, which is good, but have 
not seen Echo round his Bones; so while I can 
compare him with other authors I cannot judge this 
"book against the author's own work. What is this 
book about? It deals with a concentration camp 
where people are concentrated in order to get them 
to concentrate on research. The main character is 
Louis Sacchetti, imprisoned as a conscientious ob
jector, and the book follows his internment. As 
background, we have sketched in a, war situation 
with East versus West (but not precisely delineat
ed) in a world overcome by excess population, at a 
time about 1990 or so (but not clearly dated), The 
location of Comp Archimedes is apparently in the 
U.S.A, (but not exactly located), All in all, the 
world described here is no different from our own, 
with no interesting technical developments to show 
it1s the future.

The story begins with Sacchetti's transfer 
from an ordinary prison to Camp Archimedes where 
he meets Haast the warden, Busk the psychiatrist 
and Washington a negro fellow^-prisoner. All other 
characters are subsidiary. The first 70 pages are 
taken up with conversations between Sacchetti and 
each of these, in which we learn that the camp has 
been set up to hold insolated prisoners infected 
with a mutated syphilis-type disease, and as a 
byproduct make use of the way the disease in its 
sub-terminal stage stimulates tho mental powers. 
The next 20 pages to wander about describing 
a play being written by Sacchetti, and tho per
formance of an alchemical experiment involving 
Haast and Washington, causing the death of the
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latter, -
The second part of the hook, some ps^es, 

is vn-itten in the form of the ravings of a person 
in a condition of variable delerium —— quite clev
erly done — and concludes with us being told, so 
gni o.kl v on the fourth—last page, that the reader 
almost"misses it, that the experiment that seemed 
a lot of hocus-pocus was actually a mind-cxchango 
process; when Washington■ s body suffered a heart 
attack his mind shuffled off Haast's, Finally 
Sacchetti leaves his useless disease—ridden shell 
to take residence in the corpus of one of the 
camp guards,

Inc detail, there's much more to it than that, 
but I believe this is the essence of the taleo 
X can now say (a) I didn't like it on the first 
roading (subjective assessment) and (b) I didn't 
like it on the second reading (objective, analyt
ical), Why is this so?

Well, on the first reading I was uncomfort
able with Disch's mixture of (for want of better 
terms) low class language and high class literary 
references. I am quite familiar with the former 
and recognise many of the latter, and they clash. 
In my experience of a wide range of social levels, 
people who are educated to the level indicated 
don't speak in the way Disch's characters do, in 
general. Does Disch mean us to seo that the char
acters are under a condition of stress which makes 
tnem react so; or in the case of Washington is he 
trying to illustrate that his brilliance stems 
from the disease and is not inherent? Or has the 
author over-reached himself in his wish to grip 
the reader? I don't know, and can only say that 
part of the fault lies in the use of a first per
son narrative which prevents the author from 
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adding explanation or commentary external to the 
main character's experiences.

Finally, I was completely lost bythe end. So 
I left it for a while and reread it.

Now I read a book such as this to be enter
tained (heaven knows, I have enough "hard" reading 
to do at work and elsewhere), and while I am pre
pared to be unable to find the murderer in one of 
Agatha Christie's works until I am told who it was, 
I do expect to be able, on being told, to look 
back and see without reference to the text where 
the answer was made quite evident but I just didn't 
see it. I expect to be able to think back and 
quickly say to myself; "Good heavens J Of course 
that point was so obvious." But in Camp Concen
tration I experienced no such revelation.

Aldiss, in the Oxford Mail, described this 
book as "fieldishly clever". Maybe it's too clever. 
The key point is the mind-exchange scene which is 
dressed up to show Eaast dreadfully disappointed 
in the apparent failure of the stunt. Later we 
find it was Washington venting his spite and en- . 
joying his triumph on his old body, but the events 
are so well disguised that any reader will take 
them at face value and not read into the scene 
anything othei’ than face value. This is simply 
because we are given no clue to what is going 
on, again because of the first person narrative, 
we cannot know anything other than what Sacchetti 
sees.

To sum up; while there is some good writing 
in it and a good-idea plat, while the medical de
tails arc well put and the fund of literature be
hind it is extraordinary, it fails as a work of SF 
entertainment because it does not get through. 
Disch has not communicated enjoyment to the reader; 
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he has succeeded admirably in outsmarting me as a 
reader and therefore antagonised me as a critic.

— Ronald 3. Ward

SERVANTS OF THE WANKH Ace SB, 1969. 158 p.
The DIRDIR Ace 1969. 188 p.
The TNUME Ace p3’ 1970. 156 p.
by Jack Vance

A waste of Vance's talents? I said 
so of the first of this series, City of the Chasch, 
two years ago. I still think so but for different 
reasons, Vance is one of SF's greatest, although 
no one seems to realise it. Certainly neither 
intelligent nor unintelligent criticism of SF has 
given him any real notice yet. But there's no 
doubt of it, he writes too much. Four out of five 
Vance stories are argeeable, polished vacuities 
that fill up the pages between the editorial end 
the classifieds and do little more, Vance's vac
uities are better reading than most writers' meat
iest, so he gets away with it. With his prodigi
ous ability to invent, he endlessly produces nov
elties, rarely taking the time to develop thorn. 
Not all his ideas are particularly good, but it is 
usually lack of effort in developing them that is 
the cause of the defect.

Well then, when I saw him writing recognisable 
neo-Burroughs fiction in this series my response 
to the first book was colored by a strong feeling 
that we need no more neo—Burroughs, particularly 
if it is going to distract a rarely gifted writer 
from serious work. There was only one Burroughs, 
and like it or not he had something defying anal yn— 
is that pushed a button somewhere in millions of 
readers; no one else could do the same, not Kline, 
not Leiber, not a horde of faceless hacks, not do 
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Camp, Wellman, Farley or anyone else. For the 
author of To Live Forever to be rehashing John 
Carter seemed, a deplorable exercise.

On the second reading, however — I found it 
compelled a second reading — the Burroughs element 
seemed insignificant. It is there, to bo war©; and 
throughout the four books parallels with Burroughs 
are many, too many for anything but deliberate and 
ingenious intent. But Vance is a writer of so much 
greater depth and sensitivity that the flavor is 
entirely different. And Vance is writing for adults 
of a generation with a background of science fict
ion as well as one of some sophistication, not the 
frozen-in-igiO mentality that Burroughs aimed at. 

In City of the Chasch, if you have yet to read 
it (a defect to be remedied with all urgency), an 
investigation of mysterious signals coming from 
the one planet of Carina 42^9 was met by an attack 
that destroyed the ship and left two men to land 
of whom one survived the first emergency, to scout 
the hostile planet and escape his mission. Adam 
Roith, a field operator trained for survival to the 
limit of 21st Century skill, is naturally the kind 
of superhuman fighter who alone would stand a stray 
dog's chance, but this is not emphasised at the 
expense of intelligent behavior. Just as much a 
departure from Burroughs as de Camp's approach, 
the man of ingenuity preferring to exploit weak
nesses and avoid conflict in both writers is more 
believable and interesting than John Carter.

The planet Tschai, as Reith learns, is decad
ent and fragmented into innumerable local cultures 
of many races, human and otherwise — 1 ike Barsoom, 
All seem to speak the same language although many 
are quite isolated — as on Barsoom — with one 
important exception that is an important plot ol
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e.T .... imbed has a Imj? history of ir.ter sb el 
arrivals, the three noiihuman rices ^oue xt~ 
self evolved, into three incompatible forms) that 
Hi vi Ha dominance between their areas of supremacy 
having driven the original natives iind.ergrou.ncl 
and brought in human slaves that have branches in
to various races, it it' 'm arresting concept.. .< d 
developed in considerable detail throughout tho 
series. Tschai emerges as a world of endless v if- 
iety and endless possibilities. It is not con
ceived as static, although given cultures may be 
stagnant: it is always alive and always believable 
in its context. But its continued fragmentation 
and near-barbarism, the failure of high technology 
to unify and mediocrities the world, is shown as 
logical as the result of the forces at work.

Beith's task, then, to find out what the 
situation is, particularly who generated the sig
nals and who attacked the expedition, and to 
nuke his way back to Earth to tell the calc, in 
the theme of the series. In City of the Ohusch 
he found the impotence of the more baclc.vard human 
groups, made his first allies and as a firr/h ap
proach to getting back to Earth schemed to reach, 
his spacecraft, appropriated by the nonhuman Blue 
Chasch. Although frustrated in escape, he man
agod to start a human rebellion against them and 
found a lead to the source of signals in the meat 
advanced human nation. He incidentally maraged 
to satisfy a Burroughs convention by picking up 
a rescued female kidnappee who at first seems no 
more than the standard romantic element.

It is tho dismissal of the relationship as 
an "orotic accomodation" and the unexpected di
rection in which it develops in the second 'too];: 
that first really shows that this is Vane wit a ;
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Vince. In Servantc of the Wenkh Reith and. his 
companions, two renegades fcom a wild, nomad, tribe 
end the captive Dirdirmen, lock for help to get 
into apace, solve some of the mysteries, almost 
succeed. and, inadvertantly set off far- reasBtng 
(though left offstage with the briefest inference) 
political events.

In The Dirdir and The Enurne the enterprise 
loads to encounters with the third nonhuman groat 
power and the indiginous Rnume, with numerous side 
excursions, and finaltakeoff for Earth. The four 
"books form a continuous narrative under the taste
less title Planet of Adventure, which I h'.pe nil 
"he changed in an eventual collected edition. Now 
that the series is evidently ended it sen "be said, 
that not nearly enough has been done with it. I 
don’t imply that Vance should have covered ell of 
th< map of Tschai provided (though I confess to a 
certain curiosity as to what mysteries fill in tho 
great blank area of Charchaa, whai, is dr"-..lful 
about Capo Dread, whether Mb Wild. ilnste is no 
more than that, and what peoples inhabit Void and. 
Rakh — and the supposedly uninhabited. chasms...) 
but the pages are crowded with tantalising glimpses 
of ideas worth developing.

Vance should not have to write mere potonlers 
— for by tho high standards of craftcniansh? 1 he is 
perfectly capable of, this series io no mor^, Al
though it has none of the non sequiturs and 
leaps of discontinuity of a van Vogt or the k,rM- 
wardness of a lesser improvisor, it shows signs of 
having been written at high speed, with only a vague 
intention as to plot. It is full of episodes that 
extend the wordage without advancing the plot, 
adding color "but throwing away endless opportun
ities. The seas of Tschai are haunted by pirates, 
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for instance: they are mentioned hut nothing is 
rm. ri a of them, although they would, he an important 
factor in who ppi n g on a. technically competant 
world, without great powers interested, in protect
ing trade. But there are many ideas raised, only 
to he dropped here. It is in this sense that I 
consider Vance to he underexploiting his talents. 
From another point of view it is much of the appeal 
of these hooks that the frequent kaleidoscopic 
cbangcs of hackground with lightly sketched or 
barely suggested detail give us an inkling of the 
vastness and richness of a whole strange world, 
its myriad traditions and resources.

— The Bo1 sun

The STARS MY DESTINATION Bantam PB (H48I5) 1970 
hy Alfred Bester 197

Back again, the novel you may 
have read as TigerJ TigerJ Bester followed up his 
The Demolished Man, in which he treated telepathy 
as a possibility for society to adjust to in one 
of the few sensible treatments of the concept, 
with this similar approach to the even wilder 
and remoter teleportation. Taking an imagined 
magical power and basing what looks like a science 
fiction story on it was difficult enough; Bester 
in each case wrote not only a believable but a 
compelling story. This is the better of the two, 
a novel of revenge in which a wronged nonentity 
in his drive to punish whoever it was that left 
him,a spacewreck survivor, to his fate, becomes 
a superman. Although there is much more to the 
background, the main features of his world ^ta 
the social adjustments to the discovery that most 
people can be trained to use an unexplained power 
to move by effort of will from one place to another 
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through a higher dimension. Tho changes in work, 
business, morality, crime and justice are all fund
amental to the action and logically follow the 
premiso. There are other points too in a took 
crowded with incident, not the least a vividly 
alive creation of the speech of the poor and crim
inal elements of Bester's world, Future jargon 
and slang have often been attempted; Boster makes 
not only new words but new speech patterns and 
twists of grammar sound natural. Grab no guesses, 
read it, is all,

-- G.S.

TIME AND AGAIN Ace EB, I970
by Clifford D. Simak 256 p.

Another new edition of a 
book that it is no joke to cell a classic of SF. 
First novel serialised by Galaxy and cover story 
of the first issue of that .then highly unconvent
ional magazine, as Time Quarry, given a different 
ending for the book version, and once issued in 
paperback as First He Died. Timo and Again is 
a complex book, difficult to describe briefly. As 
the present title suggests it deals with time 
travel, and much of the plot turns on efforts of 
contending factions to alter future events by 
tampering with tho past, with some crossing of 
tracks and confrontation of paradoxes. It is also 
about freedom of the will and freedom of consci
ence, about man as a member of society and in 
relation to environment — about what humanity 
means and whether other selfconscious beings, 
extraterrestrials, robots, synthetic people, can 
bo defined into it.

These ore not theoretical matters but the very 
action of the book, although it also has persrmnl 
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interaction, intrigue, armed, and. unarmed, combat, 
treachery, murder and. other standard, features of 
the action/mystery novel.

The hook revolves around Asher Sutton, the 
first human investigator allowed to land and after 
twenty years leave by the never—described non— 
human owners of a mystery planet. He nas a mess
age from them to mankind, and before long has 
evidence from time travellers out of the future 
that he will eventually set it down and publish 
it; precisely what to say in the book is the 
difficulty, for wars will be fought over its 
meaning. Sutton1 s dealings with friends and en
emies involve him in plot end counterplot, in con
flicts that are rarely all they scorn, in pursuit 
into the ramifications of time tra.vel, before he 
is ready to write his book.

Time end Again is probably Simak'a best 
novel, which makes it one of Sir's milestones,

-- G. S.

LOOKING BACKWARD

March 1950 brought us Thrills Incorporated, 
the first Australian science fiction magazine. 
It was such a poor effort that recognising it as 
such is lowering one's standards, but viewed ob
jectively it was by no means the worst ever. The 
poorest British products of about the same weriod 
for instance were distinctly worse written and 
edited. The first issue had a cover based on a 
1947 Thrilling bonder Stories, showing that some
one at Associated General Publications had seen 
if (probably) not read a ST aiagazino, and had 
three stories by those sterling performers Wolfe
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Herschuxt, E. V. Zinns and Belli Luigi; tho second, 
added. Otto Kensch and. Boris Ludwig. Someone ob
viously thought SF was a European phenomenon. V/ho 
in fact wrote most of Thrills’ stories is not 
'•mown, tut later issues introduced, a few who usod 
their own names: Clive Bleeok, Durham Garton, Alan 
Yates (later more successful as Carter Brown) and. 
Norma Hemming. Only the last of these had. any 
fooling for S? and. sold, stories elsewhere.

Physically the magazine at first resembled, a 
comic. Format varied, in size with minor variations 
and a change to octavo with No, IS, when also the 
title of the lead story began to be given promin
ence, making it more like a pocketbook series. The 
publishers gave the venture a fair chance by con
tinuing for 23 issues, but failed to achieve eith
er a high or a consistent standard. There were 
roa.dable stories here and there, but the best were 
plagiarisms from Bradbury, Simak and other Americ
ans palmed off on the blissfully unaware editor. 
If someone with a working knowledge of the field 
had been employed, besides avoiding this embar
rassment it might have saved tho magazine. But 
with that title, would that have been desirable?

A few copies wore sold in Canada and the USA, 
and two issues of a British edition titled Amaz
ing Science Stories were published.

Thrills Incorporated deservos mere credit 
than it has been given as a pionoer venture. Its 
policy although founded on abysmal ignorance and 
misunderstanding allowed for experimentation and 
provided an opening for writers which more should 
have been willing to exploit, although the rates 
paid were hardly more than nominal. La.ter Austral
ian magazines could well have profited from its 
mistakes instead of repeating them.
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GALOUYE, Daniel Efrancis] ,
COUNTERFEIT WOULD. Sphere, 1970. 156 P. — 5/- 
(1st Gollancz 19 64) .

— DARK UNIVERSE. Sjhere, 1970. 175 P. JEB 5/- 
(1st Bantam ig61; Gollancz I962) Reviews; Ana
log Meh 1962 p. 166; Amazing Jan 1962 p. 1J7; 
New Worlds 125 P. 125)

GARNETT, David
MIRROR IN THE SKY. Berkley Medallion (X174J) 
1969. 160 p. EB 60c.

GILMAN, Robert Cham [i.e. Alfred Coppel, 1921- 7 
The REBEL OF RHADA. Ace (71065) 1969. 189 P. 
EB 60c. (1st Harcourt 1968) Review: Analog Jan 
1969 p. 166

GODWIN, Francis, 1562-16J3
The MAN IN THE WONE, Albion Press, 2 Coloraino 
Rd., London SE3, 1969. [8], 126 p. ill. Leather 
bound. ’’Limited" to 1500 copies, 150 numbered, 
Numbered copies £21, unnumbered £10.10.0.

Albion Press must be joking. $45-15 for a 
special edition? Perhaps. $22-57 for the same 
edition unnumbered? Does this suggest anything 
to you? And 1500 is scarcely "limited", but a 
fair sized edition for a book of highly special 
appeal. The Man in the Moone is of course the 
first English interplanetary story, rehashed by 
many in the 17th Century. This is a, facsimile 
of the 1st edition, 16j8, 'interesting to stud-: 
ents of the history of science but quite irrel
evant to SF today.
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HAMILTON, Edmond, 1905-
The MAGICIAN OF MASS. Popular Lit. ( CO-2450) 
1970. 128 p. PB 60c. Another Captain Future 
novel. Captain Fixture was a musclebound space 
detective who saved the Solar System with mono
tonous regularity from assorted nasties, aided 
by his team of stooges, a robot, an android and 
a disembodied brain, and incidentally the police 
and military forces. Crudely based on the pop
ular scientific detective character of the 3013 
Doc Savage, he flourished in a magazine named 
for him for no less than 17 issues in 1940-44° 
He was one of the elements in SB parodied in 
Frederic Brown's very funny book What Mad Uni
verse. Written originally by HamiT ton, later 
by others when presumeably Hamilton couldn't 
stand the strain, the whole mess had we thought 
been quietly forgotten after some gestures at 
revival a few years after the war in Startling. 
But no, it's being inflicted on us again in a 
series of paperbacks. Alas.

HABBISON, Harry
CAPTIVE UNIVERSE, Faber, I970. [5[, I85 p.
25/- (1st Putnam 1969; Berkley PB 1969)

Beview: Amazing Jah 1970 P. 125, Ifch 1970
P. 133

HxGH, Philip Sampson]
The TIME lEBCENARIES. Dobson, 1969. 118 p. 18/— 
(1st Ace PB I968 b.w, Trimble, L. Anthropol)

HUXLEY", Aldous [Leonardi 1894-1963
CHEAT SHOBT WOBES. Harper 1969. Includes APE 
AND ESSENCE, a fragmentary affair we have never 
heard called "great" before.
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JAKES, John W. 1932“ r
The ASYLUM WORLD. Paper tack Lit. (63-236) I969.
171 p. PB 60c.

LONG, Prank Belknap, 1901-
M3NSTER FROM OUT OP TIME. Popular Lib. 1970.
127 p. PB 6O0.

ifc CAFFREY, Anne
RESTORES. Corgi, 1970 . 223 P- KB 5/- (1st Rapp 
1967; Ballantine PB 1968) Review; Analog Meh 
1969 p. 172

MaoLENi'IAN, Phyllis
TURNED LOOSE ON IRIRA. Doubleday, 1970. 182 p. 
^3.95

MASON, Douglas Rankine
MATRIX. Ballantine, 197C. 202 p. PB 75c.

RANKINE, John [i.e. Douglas Rankine Mason]
BINARY Z. Dobson, 1969. 190 p. 21/-
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AMERICAN MAGAZINE SUBSCBHTIONS 

available through, the ASFA.

Members can place subscriptions through the 
Association to any American magazine.

New subscriptions — usually about three months' 
delay in beginning, thence regular; usually an 
issue ahead, of the newsstands.

Existing subscriptions — why not let us handle 
renewals? It's simpler for you to pay us than remit 
to the USA.

Bates — as charged by publishers. Convert to 
Australian by subtracting roughly 10^. Note correct 
overseas rates are not always quoted — they add for 
postage.

Currently: Amazing per year £3-60
Analog 11 7-20
Fantastic 11 3-60
F&SF n 7-20
Galaxy 11 6-30
If 11 6-30
Venture 12 issues 7-20

Other than SB? Certainly. For instance:

Scientific American per year 9-00
American Book Collector n 5-40
Hudson Beview " 4-95
National Geographic 11 8-55
New Bepublic 11 9-00
Popular Photography " 6-30
Sky and Telescope 11 7-20
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BOOKS FDR SALE

Wo have a few copies of the follotring;

The INDEX OR SCIENCE DICTION W1AZINE3, I95I-I9G5, 
comp. Norman Metcalf, Offset, paper covers. 
Easier to read. and. generally superior -.0 the 
iilT index, more like Day's 1926/50 index, 

$H-00 
(Incidentally, Day's Index is in print and 
can he ordered at $?-00)

INDEX TO THE SCIENCE FICTION MAGAZINES, I966, 
— I967, — 1968> issued By Non England S? Assn, 
as supplements to the MIT Index. Offset, text in 
computer printout form. Each $1-00
EXPLORERS OF THE INFINITE, By Sara Moskowitz.
Studies of 18 early writers. Quality PB ed. $1-80 
HEINLEIN IN DIMENSION, By Alexei Panshin, 
Thorough analysis of Heinlein's work, one of the 
few serious studies of modern SF. Q,uality PB $2-20

AGFA Publications;

AUSTRALIAN SCIENCE FICTION INDEX, I925-I967. 158p. 
mimeographed. $3-00; members, $2-00

INDEX TO BRITISH SCIENCE FICTION MAGAZINES, 1934
1953. Part 1; Scoops, Teles of Wonder, Fantasy.

36 p. mimeo. 30°; members, 20c 
Part 2; Astounding 1939-1953.
65 p. mimeo. 45c; members, 30c
Part 3; Science Fiction, Future Fiction, 
S? Qrly etc; Space Fact & Fiction; Strange 
Tales; Thrilling Stories; New Worlds 1-21; 
Science-Fantasy 1-6
72 p. mimeo. 60c; members, 40c

Australian Science Fiction Association
Box 852, P.O. , Canberra City. ACT 2601


